Thursday, October 18, 2018

Higher Education Welcome Session
Level: Any
Time: 11:00 – 11:30
Repeated: 11:30 – 12:00
Instructor: Austin Laird

Join us for a mini breakout of your choice in industry and product groups where our Centers of Excellence will welcome you to Connect. This is your chance to get to know our experts and your peers in the Unit4 community who are in similar industries or using the same products. Our Centers of Excellence are excited to meet you and these welcome sessions will help you set the tone for what you can expect to get out of your Connect experience. We’ve created this space for you to make the connections you need to get the most of your time here.

Application Evaluation
Level: Beginner
Time: 13:30 – 14:30
Instructor: Fran Eckert

This session will provide an overview of the newly available feature that helps the admissions staff and other stakeholders to evaluate potential applicants. Unit4 Student Management automatically creates a record for each applicant when all required admissions process stages are complete. For each program, you configure what factors to evaluate and how to weight them so the system can rank applicants. For selective schools and schools with selective programs, come see how to implement this great new feature!

Center of Excellence: The State of Higher Education
Level: Any
Time: 14:45 – 15:45
Instructor: Austin Laird

Our view of the Higher Education market: illustrating trends, challenges, business drivers and the value we bring to market.

Implementing U4SM: Working Together to Achieve Your Goals
Level: Beginner
Time: 16:00 – 17:00
Instructor: Diogo Albuquerque, Tom Guckenberg & Susan Taylor

Join Unit4 in discussing our “new improved” implementation approach to bringing our clients live, incorporating lessons learned from our early go live experience, resulting in an efficient and successful method for implementing Unit4’s Student Management System. We will describe the phased workstream approach that allows for clients to focus on institution goals to gain the most from our solution.

Friday, October 19, 2018

Degree Audit and Module Blocks
Level: Beginner
Time: 9:30 – 10:30
Instructor: Fran Eckert

Academic planning is a key service you can provide to make your students successful. But using Degree Audit and Module Blocks effectively can yield benefits to the registrar’s office too. Attend this session for tips and tricks – strategies for setting up module blocks and assigning them to programs and students (spoiler alert – there’s a batch process!).

Managing Grades and Assessments within Student Management
Level: Any
Time: 11:00 – 12:00
Instructor: Dan Wheatley

This session will focus on the configuration and uses of Grades and Assessments within Student Management. Attendees will see how Grades and Assessments are used and will also get a high level overview how they are set up.

Center of Excellence: Unit4 Education Solutions Framework
Level: Any
Time: 12:30 – 13:30
Instructor: Austin Laird & Jordan Pickup

An update on the value framework for Unit4 Education and our view of the Education market; looking at the complete offering and the business results we are driving and how they are being underpinned all the way from technology platform, product portfolio capabilities, packaged best practice in the shape of value accelerators, delivery methodologies and KPIs to measure the results.